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XXII.—An Attempt to Elucidate and Apply the Principles of Goniometry, as pub-
lished by Mr WARREN in his Treatise on the Square Roots of Negative Quan-
tities. By the Right Reverend Bishop TERROT.
(Read 18th January 1847.)
1. The symbol V^l is called an impossible or imaginary quantity, because,
in analogy with the received laws of algebraic symbolism, it must mean such a
quantity as, being multiplied into itself, gives for a product - ] . Assuming, then,
that every quantity must be either plus or minus, it follows that the square of
every real quantity must be plus; and hence \ /^T, which gives its square minus,
is called an imaginary or impossible quantity.
If, however, we consider the most simple application of algebra to geometry,
we shall perceive that the assumption that every line must be considered and sym-
bolized as either + or —, is inconsistent with fact. In algebraic geometry, +a
or +1 x a symbolizes a line whose numerical length is a, drawn in some given
direction; while — a or — 1 x a, symbolizes a line of the same length, drawn from the
same extremity in the same straight line, but in a directly opposite direction. To
say, then, that all lines must'be either + or —, is as much as to say that all
lines drawn from the common extremity must be drawn in this one assumed line;
and that it is impossible any line should be drawn making an angle with it.
But it is evident that an infinite number of such inclined lines may be drawn,
and none of them can have +1 or - 1 as a factor, in accordance with the defini-
nition just given of those symbols.
The assumption, therefore, upon which Fig. i.
\Z^Tf is considered and spoken of as an im-
possible quantity, is unfounded. All lines
drawn from C (Fig. I.) are as real and pos-
sible as CA, which we symbolize by +lxa,
or CB, which we symbolize by — 1 x c. None
of them, however, except CA and CB, can be
symbolized, as to length and position, by a or
c multiplied into either a positive or a nega-
tive quantity; since that would be equivalent
to saying that they are coincident with CA g
orCB.
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Ordinary algebra, however, has not provided any system of symbols by which
these inclined lines may be expressed, both as to length and position, but affords
symbols only for the two extreme cases CA and CB. This deficiency Mr WARREN
has undertaken to supply in his Treatise on the Square Roots of Negative Quan-
tities, published in 1828; and has proposed a system of symbols, which, on the
same principle as justifies the use of — 1 as the coefficient designating the position
of CB, designate as coefficients the position of all lines drawn from C, and making
angles with CA.
On some points, however, Mr WARREN has been too sparing of his words, and
has thus apparently used the common symbols of algebra in a sense very different
from their ordinary acceptation. In the following paper I have endeavoured to
supply this deficiency of explanation; and then to apply the system of symbols
so established to some important problems of goniometry to which, as far as I
know, it has not yet been applied. Dr PEACOCK, in his Treatises on Algebra, has
made a somewhat similar use of the coefficients of direction, though arriving at
his conclusions by a different route.
II. If from C (Fig. 1.) we draw any number of straight lines in the same
plane, such that CA, CAi, CA2, &c, shall be continued proportionals, according to
EUCLID'S definition; and make, at the same time, the angles ACA15 A^A,,, A2CA3,
&c, all equal; then if we call CA=1 and CAX = a, CA2 will equal a2, CA3=a8, and so
on. The several lines then are arithmetically represented as to their respective
lengths by the series 1, or a0, a1, a2, &c. But it is manifest that the several in-
dices which determine the length of the several lines, designate, at the same time,
the angles which they make respectively with CA. Thus if a' makes with CA,
or unity, an angle S, a2 makes with CA an angle 2 S, a3 an angle 3 a, and so on.
And conversely the line which makes with CA an angle n a is properly represented
by a». If, instead of calling CA unity, we re-
present it by R or R x l , then CA^E,. a\
CA2 =R . a2, and so on.
III. If, next, we assume that the several
lines CA, CAi, &c. are all equal, i. e., that they
are the consecutive radii of a circle making
equal angles with one another (as in Fig. 2.),
the first property, proportion, is not there-
by destroyed; and we may still properly re-
present them (beginning with CAX) by the
series a1, a2 . . . an.
Now let n be a divisor of 2rir\ or, %
being that angle which each line makes with
the succeeding, let n %=2 r TT, or %=——. Then from the last proposition we infer
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that n, which is the index of the last term, is also the coefficient of the angle which
it makes with that line whose coefficient we assume to be unity, that is, with CA.
But n S=2 / 7T, or an integer number of complete circumferences. Hence the radius
symbolized by an coincides in length and position with the original AC, or an=h
therefore a1=1" = I2 r".
Now we know, on ordinary algebraic principles, that the several rath roots
of unity are properly represented by the several terms of the geometric series
a, a2, a 3 . . . . an, or 1. Since, then, the two series, first that of the successive radii
of a circle making equal angles with one another, and secondly, that of the several
nth. roots of unity are in symbolism the same, it follows, that, dropping this com-
mon symbolism, we may take the several roots of unity to represent the succes-
sive radii, and conversely.
If, as before, we take not unity but R for the numerical length of the radius,
a
then R . I2 r * is the expression for that radius which is inclined to that symbol-
ized by R x 1 . at an angle a. And as the direction of the radius, or its angularity
a
to the original position is noted by the numerator of the index, we call \2 r * the
coefficient of direction. We have thus found a function of the angle of inclination
which, being affixed as a coefficient or multiplier to the arithmetical expression
for the length of the radius, represents the radius so inclined, both in length and
position; and which may be employed according to the ordinary rules of alge-
braic calculation, to find the length and position of other lines under conditions of
relation to it.
These coefficients of direction, however, it must be observed, have no quanti-
tative or arithmetical value. Thus a . —-^-—, expresses a line whose length is
simply a; the coefficient ^ ~ affecting not the length, but only the direction
of the line.
IV. As illustrative of this reciprocal symbolism, let us suppose that the suc-
cessive radii are two in number, or, in other words, that a radius revolving round
C takes only one fixed position, and makes only two equal angles before it returns
to its original position (Fig. 2). Then the circumference is divided into two equal
parts, AB is the diameter, and if CA=1, CB= - 1 . In this case n=2, therefore
«
2
 = 1 or a2—1=0 .-. a = ± i . But the radii being a, a2, a must evidently be
- 1 , and o 2 =+l .
Next let the circumference (Fig. 2.) be divided into four equal parts, then
CA, CD, CB, CE are the four roots of the equation a4-1=0. But these roots are
± 1 and zfcVUT.
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Here CA and CB are, by Art. 1, symbolized by +1 and —1 respectively;
therefore CD and CE must be symbolized by +\/^l and — A / ^ X It is, however,
quite optional which direction from C we consider positive, whether in the hori-
zontal or perpendicular line.
V. It appears from the foregoing propositions, that if a line is presented to
us under the symbol a . I2 r *, we know both its length and the angle S which
it makes with a given line whose coefficient of direction we assume to be unity,
and which, therefore, we symbolize by a simply. The symbol a . I2 r *, therefore,
represents the actual transference of position in
space which a point would undergo by moving from
the one extremity of the line to the other, as from A
to C (Fig. 3.). But it is clear, also, that if a point be
supposed to be removed from A to B, and then from
B to C, the actual transference in space, though not
the distance travelled, would be the same as if the
transference had been direct from A to C There-
fore the symbol which properly represents the one transference, must be symbo-
lically equal to the sum of the two symbols which respectively represent the
other two transferences, or AC x its coefficient of direction = AB x its coefficient
of direction + BC into its coefficient of direction.*
This fundamental proposition is given by Mr WAEEEN as a definition, That
the sum of any two lines making an angle with one another is the diagonal of
their parallelogram completed. Even in this startling form, it is only the general
assertion of a proposition, particular cases of which are admitted, when we say
(Fig. 3.) that ABt + BXC=AC, or that AC + CBX=ABj.
By such assertions we really mean that if a point
moves from A to Bv and then from Bt to C, the
whole transference in space will be represented by
the sum ABx + BjC; and that if the point moves
from A to C, and then from C to B15 the whole
transference is expressed by the sum AC + CBx,
which is the same thing as the arithmetical differ-
ence AC-B.C.
As examples to elucidate this proposition, let
us take (Fig. 4.) an isosceles right-angled triangle
* This appears to be the view taken by Sir W. HAMILTON, in the first of his series of papers on
Symbolical Geometry, printed in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal. He there says,
« This symbolic sum of lines represents the total (or final) effect of all those successive rectilineal mo-
tions, or translations in space, which are represented by the several summands."
Fig. 4.
B
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ACB. If we call AB the radius or hypothenuse, a, then each of the sides AC CB
is in length —*=, and AB (being inclined at an angle of 45= to AD, which we as-
sume as the original position of the radius) is symbolized by a x 1*^ = a x 1* =
a • —-7=—. But AC=-T=, CB being perpendicular to the original position equals
—-.-/=!. (Prop.IV.)
2. Let BAC represent a right-angled triangle whose angle at A=60°, then
AB in length and direction =a . \^=a . ] *=« . +
 2 ~—, AC=^-, CB = in
JU jointly a . „ = a • — n ~
^ - 1
%r-, and therefore in length and direction jointly a .
1 + A / — 3
=AB.
3. Let the triangle (Fig. 5.) be equilateral, and AB be taken as the original
position. Let AB=a, AC=a . F , CB=a . 1~*
AC + CB=a
=-
a
- l + V-3
^ ] = a== a = AB.
Fig. 5.VI. In the foregoing Propositions and Exam-
ples, it has been assumed that we know not only
the several nth roots of unity, but also their proper
order, that is, the order in which, as coefficients,
they express the radii drawn so as to make angles
a, 2 a, 39, &c, with the original radius. But when
by any analytical process we find the roots of
#M—1=0, we procure the symbolical representa-
tives of these radii in no determinate order. To
discover this order, we must observe that two roots
are always of the form a ± \ / ^ 6 ; comparing which
expression with figure 6, it is evident that a is the
part symbolical of the cosine, and \ / ^ 6 the part symbolical of the sine, because
it is affected by the coefficient V^i, and is therefore perpendicular to the original
radius. It is clear, then, that in the general expression a ± V^b, the sign + be-
longs to those radii which lie in the upper half of the circle, and - to those which
lie in the lower half; and that the two radii whose symbols differ only in the
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sign of A/—b, are at equal angles to the original radius, in different directions,
that is, on different sides of it.
Again, of those roots which symbolize the Fis-6-
radii in the upper half of the circle, that which
has a, representing the cosine greatest, is the
nearest to the original radii. Thus the roots of
we-l = 0, in the order given by Dr PEACOCK,
Alg. 11., p, l^o, are 1,
— 1, To arrange these m
their proper order, if +1 be placed first, then
- 1 , as having no sinal part, and being therefore,
neither in the upper nor lower half, must stand in the middle of the remaining
roots. Next these are two roots, + ~ and ~ "V > each having the sinal
part +, which must be arranged in this order, because the sign of 1 in the former
indicates that the cosine is in CA, and in the latter in CATC. Finally, considering
2~
those roots of which the sinal part is minus; we must place them in the order
-1-A/-3 l-V-3
2 ', because they are thus equidistant from unity with
and
1,
Hence the roots in their proper sequence are
2 ' 2 ' "' 2 "~2~
symbolizing severally the radii drawn to the extremities of the arcs
0 or 360°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, 300°.
VI. It appears from Props. IV., V.. that the radius drawn to the extremity
of an arc % is properly expressed by I2*"*", and this again by «=t \ /^6 , where a is
what is called in trigonometry the cosine of a, and A/6 the sine.
Now let CAj (Fig. 6.) make with CA an angle a, CA2 an angle 2 a . . . CA^ an
angle p a.
Then CA1 = CD + \A:rT . DA1=cos» + V^l . sinS
But by Prop. II. CAp=CA^=(cosa + \ / - T . sin
which is DEMOIVRE'S Theorem.
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COB. IfP^=2TT, cospS + V'-^l . sinpS=l.
Hence (cos a + A / ^ T • sin a), (cos2 a + \/~—i . sin 2 a) &c. represent the several
/jth roots of unity. If, instead of the order a, 2 a, 3 a, &c, we arrange the several
angles thus in pairs a and p—1 . a, 2 a andp-2 . a, then the several expressions
for x minus the several ptln roots of unity, or the several simple factors of the
equation aP—l=Q, taken in pairs corresponding to the above, will be
(x—cosa~\/ — 1 . sin3) and (x—cosp—1 . a — *</•— 1 . sinjo — 1 . a),
the latter of which equals (s - cos. jo a - a - \/^l. sin j»a-a)
= x — COS2TT — a — v—1 . sin^TT —a=« —cosa + v —1 . sin a.
In the same way the next pair must be
(a?-cos2» + v^Tsin2&) and (z-cos2 5-V^l. sin2a), and so on.
If these several pairs be next multiplied together so as to produce the quadratic
factors of %n—1=0, we obtain the products (x2—2 * cos a+1), (x* - 2 x . cos 2 a +1) &c
And if it be remembered that in every case w—1=0 is a factor; and that if p be even,
x—1 and x +1 are simple factors, and consequently «2—1 a quadratic factor; there-
fore if p be even,
c . t o | terms.
But if/> be odd,
a * - l = ( * - l ) . (z2-2,*cosa+l). &c. t o ^ - terms.
Where a, it may be observed, equals —.
VIII. From these fundamental propositions, Mr WARREN, in his Treatise on
Negative Roots, has deduced—
1. The value of each side of a triangle in terms of the other sides and angles.
(§ 141.)
2. That the three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles. (§ 142.)
3. That the sides are respectively proportional to the sines of the opposite
angles. (§ 143.)
4. That c o s A = ^ 2 ^ ^ . (§ 144.)
He then asserts, that from these and the preceding propositions, all the for-
mulae of plane trigonometry may easily be deduced. In the following proposi-
tions, I have applied his principles to the solution of some of the most simple,
and to some of comparatively the more difficult problems usually given in ele-
mentary books of trigonometry.
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IX. sin (A + B)=Ax cosB + cos Ax sinB
cos(A + B) = cos AxcosB —sin A . sinB.
Let arc AB (Fig. 7.) =A, BD2 and AD, each=B.
A
Then by Prop. III., CB=>- . I2*",
2L A + B
O _ , 9 _ ,
CD^r.l
A JL
riT\ i 2 * i2~*
(JD2=rx 1 x 1
But Prop. VII.,
A_
1 = cos A + v — 1 . sin A
I 2 * = c o s B + A / ^ T . sinB
A + B
1 *" =cos A x cosB —sin A . sinB + \ / —1 . (sin A . cosB + cos A . sinB
A + B
but 1 * =cosA + B + \ / —1 • sin A + B
Equating, then, the possible and impossible, or, more properly, the sinal and
cosinal, parts of these equal forms
cos A x cos B — sin A . sin B = cos A + B
and sin A x cos B + cos A . sin B= sin A + B.
This demonstration is the same in principle, and nearly the same in detail,
as that given by Dr PEACOCK, in his Algebra, vol. i., p. 392. In his 2d volume,
Dr PEACOCK goes more fully into the consideration of the roots of unity as coeffi-
cients of direction. Yet there he proves these propositions, not upon that consi-
deration, but by the ordinary geometrical method.
DEP. It should be observed that in the following propositions, a line ex-
pressed by letters simply as AB, must be understood as considered in respect
both of length and direction; while by the same letters in brackets, thus (AB),
is understood the same line in regard to its length only. Thus, if a be the angle
Jt
which AB makes with unity, (AB). l2ir=AB.
X. In any right-angled triangle, the sum of the squares of the sides is equal
to the square of the hypothenuse.
— _A
Let CA (Fig. 6)=r, then CA1=r . i**, and CAw_1=r . l"2*"
CA, x CAB_1=r2 x I2* x-^- = r2
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Also CAX=(CDJ
CAn_1=(CD1)-V^I. (DA)
CAX x CAM_1 = (CD12) + ( D A ) 2 which . • .=r s=(CA)2
or its equivalent in area (CAJ2.
XI. COTES' Properties of the Circle.
Let the circumference of the circle be divided into n equal parts; and to the
extremities of these let lines be drawn from the „ „
r lg. o.
centre (Fig. 8), as OPi; 0P2, &c, and from any
other point C in the diameter. Then
CPX=OP, - 00, CP2=0P2 - 00, &c.
CP1xCP2xCP3 . . . . CPn
Where \ is the product of all the coefficients A |
of direction for OP1S 0P2, &c, ln_i, the sum of these
coefficients taken n—\ together, and so on. But
these coefficients (Prop. III.) are also the values of
1», or the roots of the equation «B—l=0. Now the
product of the roots of this equation with their signs changed is - 1 , and \ is the
product with the signs unchanged.
Therefore if n be even, \= — 1, and, if n be odd, sn= + 1 ; and in either case,
2«_i, 2TC_2, &c, each = 0 .
Hence G?1 x CP2 x CPK= ± (OAf ± (OC)»; the upper signs being used
when n is even, the lower when n is odd.
But CP, CP2, &c, represent the lines considered in relation both to length
and direction; therefore, to change the equation into one in which the length
only of these lines shall be expressed, we must divide the first side, or multiply
the second by the product of all their coefficients of direction.
If n be even, the several pairs, as OP,, CPTC_1; are evidently of the form
(CPt) . I 2 ' and (CPn_!) .1 *« .: CPX x GP,._1 = (CP1) x (OPB_0
and the same is true for every pair except CA=(CA). +1 and CB=(CB). - 1
(CPX) x (OP,) . . . . CPn=[-0A" + 0CB] x - l = 0A»-0C».
If, again, n be odd, the several pairs remain as before, only, no P falling upon
B,—1 is not a coefficient of direction:
(CPX x (CPg) x &c, = OA»- 00" as before.
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COR. 1. If C be on the opposite side of 0 from A, the other conditions re-
maining the same, OC is negative. If n be even, the expression deduced in the
proposition remains unchanged. But if n be odd, (CPj) x (CP2) x &c, = OAM + OC".
And here it may be remarked, that when lines, as OA are in the original direc-
tion, since the coefficient of direction in that case is unity, it is immaterial whether
we write OA or (OA).
Ex. Let w=3 and OC=i *
then
(CA) . (CP ] )x (CPJ=fx^ x
COB. 2. If C be in OA produced, the reasoning and the result will be the
same as in the proposition; only, that now CA and CB being of the same affec-
tion, - 1 is not a divisor of the second number of the equation, and
(GPJ x (CPJ x &c, = (OC)K - (OA)M.
XII. If from A, the extremity of the diameter (Fig. 8), the circumference
be divided into n equal parts, and lines be drawn to their several extremities from
A, then
(APJ x (AP2) . . . . (APB_1)=n . C A - 1
As in the preceding proposition AP1=CP1-CA, AP2=CP2-CA, and so on.
Therefore APX x AP2 x APK_1=CP1-CAxCP2-CAx&c, to n-1 factors
=R"- 1 • {S B _ ! -S n _ 2 . . . . ± S 1 = t l ]
I
where Sv S2, are the sum, sum of products 2 and 2, &c, of all the values of ln except
unity, there being no line drawn from A to the circumference in the direction
n "I
CA. S15 S2, &c, are, therefore, the coefficients of the equation ^-£V, or of
xn-i + xn-2 _ _ +1=0, with the signs changed for the products of odd numbers
of roots, unchanged for even ones.
If, therefore, n-1 be even, Stt_x= +1, SM_2= - 1 , and so on.
If rc-lbeodd, S ^ ^ - l , Sn_2= +1, and so on.
.-. AP1xAP2x&c, = .R»- 1 x±{l + l + l ton terms}=±»Kn-1
according as n-1 is even or odd.
If ^ T be even, then APj + AP,, x &c. =(APJ x (AP2)&c, the several pairs of
coefficients of direction giving unity as their product.
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If w-1 be odd, then the several pairs give as before the product unity ; but
there remains the factor — AB, which has for its coefficient — l.
Therefore, in either case, (APX) x (APJ (APW_1)=>>»RB-1.
XIII . The symbolism employed in the foregoing propositions appears to be
applicable to Plane Trigonometry in all its parts. To the elementary proposi-
tions of Geometry it is either inapplicable, or applicable by processes and con-
siderations unsuitable to the demonstration of elementary truths. Thus, if by
this method we undertake to prove that the angles at the base of an isosceles tri-
angle are equal to one another, we have (AC) = (BC). (Fig. 5.)
But AC=(AC) . 1^=(AC) .
B
CB = AD = (AC) . 1 ~ ^
But AC + CB=AB.
.*. (AC) .[> + «' + \f~-^b + V^~b']=AB a positive quantity; consequently the im-
possible or sinal parts of the coefficient of direction must destroy one another, or
v '^6 = - \Z^6 ' or 6= -V- Therefore the angles A and B have their sines equal
in length, but of different affections. The angles themselves, therefore, being to-
gether less than TT, are geometrically equal to one another.
COR. Much in the same way we might prove that in every triangle the greater
angle has the greater side opposite to i t ; and, conversely, that the greater side
has the greater angle opposite to it.
